
When The National Brain Tumor Foundation in San Francisco 
merged with The Brain Tumor Society in Boston to form 
The National Brain Tumor Society (NBTS), the newly 
formed organization faced two big challenges:

•	Merging overlapping Raiser’s Edge® donor databases, 
home grown client and case management systems, 
and call center solutions for a more effective,  
consolidated solution.

•	Providing constituents a coordinated, positive 
experience as they interact with three core 
departments — Development, Client Services, 
Research	—	across	two	offices.	 

Heller Consulting helped NBTS merge their databases 
and practices into a single approach. When NBTS was 
ready to take the next step, the Heller team completed 
a thorough assessment and determined the need for a 
cloud-based system of solutions to better support NBTS’ 
program and fundraising efforts and goals:

•	Salesforce.com’s Force.com™ as the CRM platform

•	Case Management and Call Center features  
of Salesforce.com’s  Service Cloud for client  
management needs

•	Customized	configuration	of	Salesforce.com	to	
coordinate NBTS’ Research Community and monitor 
the associated grant-making process 

•	 Luminate CRM™, built on Force.com, for fundraising 

The Heller team implemented these solutions to 
meet NBTS’ immediate needs while designing the 
CRM environment so the organization could continue 
to grow and expand value from Salesforce.com in 
the future.

•	Better	constituent	experience — Aligned 
engagement and communications strategies, 
technology and operations to provide constituents 
a seamless experience with the organization.

•	Increased	efficiency — Organized business practices 
and staff roles to better support collaboration and 
minimize	inefficient	work.

•	System	designed	for	growth — Established 
NBTS on Salesforce.com’s CRM platform and 
provided them with skills for future growth and 
expansion.

“Heller Consulting listened to 
our goals and worked them 
into a single approach that 
made sense. They shared 

industry standards for how to
process	donations	efficiently	
and helped us create a data 

sharing policy that made sense 
for our organization.”

A single cloud-based 
solution for more 
efficiency and a better 
constituent experience
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